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PHYSICAL REVIEW A VOLUME 35, NUMBER 7 APRIL 1, 1987

Ionization and charge exchange in multiply-charged-ion —helium collisions
at intermediate energies

M. L. McKenzie and R. E. Olson
Physics Department and Laboratory for Atomic and Molecular Research, University of Missouri Ro—lla, Rolla, Missouri 65401

(Received 4 August 1986)

A Bohr classical model for He is applied to multiply charged ions colliding with He at intermedi-
ate energies. Reactions studied are single-electron capture, single and double ionization, and
electron-capture ionization for projectile charge states q =1+ to 100+, and the energy range
E =1—5 MeV/amu. The dominant electron-removal collision process is single ionization. For the
higher-charge-state ions, single-charge exchange is found to be primarily due to transfer ionization,
a two-electron process where one electron is ionized and the other is captured by the projectile. For
low-charge states, the single- and double-ionization cross sections are close to the expected q and q
scaling. The calculations are in reasonable agreement with available experimental data.

I. INTRODUCTION

"++He+, 1-cex

3~++He++ e, 1-ion

Aq++He~ . 2'~ '++He +, 2-cex

A ~++He ++2e, 2-ion

"++He ++e, cex-ion

(la)

(lb)

( lc)

(ld)
(le)

~here 1-cex is single-charge exchange; 1-ion is single ioni-
zation; 2-cex is double-charge exchange; 2-ion is double
ionization; and cex-ion is combined single-charge ex-
change and single ionization (transfer ionization).

Fully stripped ions were investigated, with charge states
of q=1+, 2+, 3+, 5+, 10+, 20+, 50+, and 100+.
Experimental data are available for some of the ions and
reactions studied here and will be compared to our results.

When Hirschfelder et al. ' began their early work using
the classical trajectory Monte Carlo method on the H+ Hz
system, they completed only one trajectory due to the time
taken to complete calculations "by hand. " Work using
classical mechanics in atomic scattering problems was laid
aside due to lack of computing machines. However, since
Gryzinski's early work and the availability of ever faster
computers, the role of classical mechanics in atomic
scattering problems has enjoyed a renaissance. More
specifically, the classical trajectory Monte Carlo method
(CTMC) has become an important technique in calculat-
ing cross sections for chemical reactions. Olson et al.
have proved that the CTMC method is a very successful
tool for treating collisions between multiply charged ions
and atomic hydrogen at energies of approximately 500
keV/amu ( v = 10 cm/sec).

In this paper we address the problem of calculating the
electron-loss cross sections in the velocity range from
1.40X10 cm/sec (1 MeV/amu) to 3.08/10 cm/sec (5
MeV/amu) for a four-body system. The reactions studied
were

The CTMC method is quite useful because it is easily
applied to a wide range of incident ions and can con-
currently compute cross sections for electron capture, im-
pact ionization, and capture ionization. The method,
also, preserves the unitarity of the 5 matrix and is nonper-
turbative. When there is a strong interaction involving, as
we have in this study, a highly charged ion colliding with
a low-Z target, perturbation theories such as the low-
order Born approximation are questionable. Also, this is
a three-dimensional calculation that includes all particles
and all forces between them; these forces include such re-
sults as the recoil of the target nucleus.

It is well known that the classical two-electron atom is
unstable and will autoionize unless properly constrained in
the initial orbits of the electrons. For this reason, we have
incorporated the method of Kirschbaum and Wilets, thus
preventing the collapse of the atom by use of the Heisen-
berg uncertainty principle. Kirschbaum and Wilets also
make use of the Pauli exclusion principle, however, with
He, this is not necessary, since the two electrons are in
different spin states.

Our work directly addresses a difficult many-body
(n =4) problem and provides the first systematic set of
calculations of single and double ionization in a range of
intermediate collision energies. The discussion of the
theoretical method and a presentation of the results fol-
low.

II. THEORY

The method we have used is based on solving
Hamilton's equations of motion for the four-body system,
which includes the incident ion, target nucleus, and two
electrons initially bound to the target nucleus. The stages
of the computer scattering experiment are: preparation of
initial conditions and system setup, collision, and analysis
of final states. The equations are solved for a variety of
sets of initial conditions, including impact parameter, rel-
ative velocity of projectile to target, and positions and mo-
menta of electrons. For each set of initial conditions, the
classical trajectories of the nuclei are calculated from a
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2864 M. L. McKENZIE AND R. E. OLSON 35

large internuclear separation to the distance of closest ap-
proach, and out again to a large internuclear separation.

The electrons were not kept independent of each other.
They interacted with one another directly by their 1/y]2
repulsive potential. The orbital eccentricity was zero, thus
defining a circular orbit. We use the "actual" charge of
2+ rather than an effective charge for the target nucleus.

At the end of the trajectories, if both electrons remain
bound to the target nucleus, then a ground or an excited
state of the He atom results. If one electron remains
bound to the target and one becomes bound to the projec-
tile then single capture results. If one electron remains
bound to the target and one electron is free (not bound to
either target or projectile) then single ionization results. If
both electrons are bound to the projectile then double cap-
ture results. If both electrons are free then double ioniza-
tion results. If one electron is bound to the projectile and
one is free then capture ionization results. For a good sta-
tistical distribution defining the cross sections, the num-
ber of trajectories used was 5000 to 10000.

The work of Abrines and Percival on the Bohr hydro-
gen atom was extended to encompass four particles rather
than three. We made the approximation that the four bo-
dies obey Newtonian laws during the collision. The units
used were atomic units; in these units the initial binding
energy of each electron to the He target atom is 0.903 a.u.
(which includes the repulsive electron-electron term).

The computer experiment used step-by-step integration
of Hamilton's equations of motion by means of the
Runge-Kutta-Gill method. The integration began at a
distance of about 5q a.u. from the target nucleus (q is the
charge state of the incident ion), which was at rest and at
the origin at time t =0.

components of the momentum for the projectile;
j = 16, 17, 18 for the target nucleus, j = 19,20, 21 for the
first electron and j =22, 23, 24 for the second electron.

By taking the appropriate partial derivatives, the mo-
menta are described by

Za Zb
P(j =13,15)=—,[c(j —9)—c(j —12)]

yab

Z.Z.
[c (j —6) —c (j —12)]

yac

Z.zd
[c(j—3) —c(j —12)],

"ad

Za Zb
P(j =16,18)=

3 [c(j —12)—c(j —15)]
yab

Zb Zg
[c (j —9)—c (j —12)]

yacc

Zb Zd
[c(j—6) —c (j —12)],

ybd

Zb Zg
P(j =19,21)=

3 [c(j —12)—c(j —15)]
yacc

Za ZQ
+ [c(j —12)—c (j —18)]

yac

Z.zd
[c (j —9)—c (j —12)],

yea

=Z Zd
P(j =22, 24)=

3 [c(j—12)—c(j —21)]
yad

A. Hamilton's equations of motion

2
Pb+

2mb

Za Zb

The Hamiltonian for the four-body system is

2
Pd+ +

ygb

Z.Z.
BC

Zb Zd+ 3 [c(j—12)—c(j —18)]
ybd

Z.zd+ 3 [c(j—12) —c(j —15)],
ycd

ZZd ZbZ, ZbZd ZZd+ + + +
yad ybc ybd ycd

(2)

where the subscripts a, b, c, and d refer to the incident
ion, target nucleus, and the two electrons, respectively,

BM B.W'

ap,
'" '

aq,
(3)

Using the indices 1,2,3 for the x,y, z coordinates of the
projectile, 4,5,6 for the target nucleus, 7,8,9 for the first
electron, and 10,11,12 for the second electron, we can
specify the velocities of the particles by the following:

where Z„Zb, Z„and Zd are the charges of the projec-
tile, the target nucleus, and electron 1 and electron 2,
respectively.

When the collision caused no further significant pertur-
bation, the integration of Hamilton's equations was
stopped. Then "exit tests" were performed based on the
calculation of energies. The energies were calculated as
follows:

1 m;mJ
E,J ——27.211

2 (m;+m) )

Q ( 1 3 )
c (j+ 1 2 )

ma

Q ( 7 9 )
c (j+ 1 2 )

mc

c(j+12)
mb

(4)

Q(j =10,12) =
md

X ( U,
—U; )' + ( vj —U; )

2 & J+ (U. —U; ) +Jz lz r"
/J

(6)

where m, is the mass of the projectile, mb is the mass of
the target nucleus, m, is the mass of the first electron,
and md is the mass of the second electron.

The indices j = 13, 14, 15 are used to specify the x,y, z

(The factor 27.211 converts a.u. to eV. )

The tests were based on four criteria, not two as in pre-
vious papers, ' With the addition of the fourth body, the
second electron, and the electron-electron term, two addi-
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tional criteria became necessary. The criteria followed for
the determination of reactions were then as follows:

E;~ are the various interparticle energies and E„, is the to-
tal electronic energy, E„,=Fb, +Ebq+(27. 211/r, q).

B. Determination of electronic initial conditions

To prevent the collapse of the classical He atom, we im-
posed the Heisenberg uncertainty principle using the
method of Kirschbaum and Wilets as a constraint on our
He atom model in the form of

r;p;) gfi . (7)

We can use rp rather than AI" Ap since we are dealing with
a so highly localized space. These constraints are approx-
imated by potentials of the general form

if E«, & 0 and E„)0 and E,~ )0, the excited state is
implied;

if E„&0and E,~ &0 and Eb, )0 and Eb~) 0, 2-cex is
implied;

if E„)0 and E,g )0 and Eb, )0 and Ebg )0, 2-ion is
implied;

if E„&0 and E,z & 0 and Eb, )0 and Ebz & 0, capture
of electron d by projectile and ionization of the electron c
is implied;

if E„&0and E z &0 and Eb, )0 and Ebz &0, capture
of electron c by projectile and ionization of the electron d
is implied;

if E«, )0 and E„&0 or E,z & 0 capture of electron c
or d by projectile while the uncaptured electron remains
bound to the target nucleus is implied;

if E„,)0 and E„)0 and E,~ )0, ionization of elec-
tron c or d while the other electron remains bound to the
target nucleus is implied;

2 g2
2exp a 1—

4(x 7 )

")pi
4

Z 1

r& (ri +r2)2

g2
exp. a 1—

g2
3 exp a 1—

2ar
&

4

(12)

The exponential terms are unity for r;p; =gfi, and since
r

~
——r2 we have r

& + r2 ——2r ~, then

Z

4
4Z —1

g2

(r, +r, ) r,2 3

2a+ 1

20,'

g2
3

——0,
2ar

&

(13)

To find p, we impose the condition of the stationary
state rp =g or p =g/r,

4Z —1

4g

2(x

2o. +1 (14)

To derive an expression for E, we return to the two-
electron Hamiltonian, Eq. (11), and substitute for r and
for p the expressions above in Eqs. (13) and (14).

Recall that rI ——r2, also, p&
——p2, and the exponential

terms are equal to unity. E then reduces to

where i represents either the first or the second electron,
and Z=2 for He.

We require B,W/Br; =0 for the stationary state. With
this requirement we can find expressions for r, p, and E,

4

(4Z —1)
16$

2'
20.'+ 1

(15)

and with the particular form of

V, = exp a 1—((A') rp

4ar'm,

4

(9)

We can also determine expressions for the first and
second ionization potentials. For the first ionization po-
tential

Recall that in utilizing atomic units, fi=m, =e = l.
is a dimensionless constant which must be determined; u
is an adjustable hardness parameter. We used a large
value, o. =50, which gives more nearly the Heisenberg
constraint rp) A. ' The classical Hamiltonian for the
two electrons combined with the g constant give a com-
plete description of the model and may be used to deter-
mine the ground-state configuration of atoms.

To determine the g constant, we have applied the res-
training potential used by Kirschbaum and Wilets, Eq.
(9), on the hydrogen model in the ground-state configura-
tion. This means that

rp=(' or p =
r

(10)

Applying this potential, Eq. (9), to the two-electron tar-
get Hamiltonian yields a new target Hamiltonian,

(16Z' —16Z +3)
32/'

2'
2m+ 1

(16)

For the second ionization potential, V&p
2

(16Z' —1)

32/
2'

2o. +1 (17)

To determine the value of g, with a=50, we algebrai-
cally manipulate Eq. (16) for Vip and solve for g, with

V,p ———24. 587 eV = —0.904 a.u. (the spectroscopic
value). This gives a value of /=1.09449. Using this cal-
culated value of g yields a value of Vtp

= —44.2777 eV = —1.6272 a.u. rather than the true
value of V&p ———54.416 eV= —2.0000 a.u. , making the'2
sum of the two ionization potentials Vyp + Vyp

= —68.8647 eV = —2.5312 a.u. rather than the experi-
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mental value of —79.003 eV= —2.904 a.u. , a difference
of 12.8%. The dominant process is the first (single) remo-
val by ionization. Thus, it is more important to accurate-
ly model the first ionization potential with error in the
second ionization potential than vice versa. With these
values for g and for a, the values for r and p are
r =0.6914 a.u. and p =1.58 a.u.

III. RESULTS

The results of the previous sections were incorporated
into a computer code to obtain cross sections that can be
compared to experiments. Specifically, we modeled the
target atom using the Kepler equation to define the elec-
trons in orbits; also, we utilized the Euler angle transfor-
mations to place the orbits in three-dimensional space.
Further, we modeled an incoming beam of projectiles to
simulate a uniform density beam based on a grid defined
by the square of the impact parameter divided by the
number of grids. The incoming beam was divided into
ten equal annular areas with an equal number of scatter-
ing attempts in each area.

Cross sections were calculated and evaluated for reac-
tions (la) through (le) with fully stripped ions in charge
states from q=1+ to q =100+. The projectile energy
range was varied from 1 to 5 MeV jamu. Our calculations
utilized the CTMC four-body method, which included the
electron-electron potential energy term.

The cross sections Qtt (R may represent ionization,
charge exchange, double ionization, . . . ) was calculated by

Ne V/amu — He T ar get

All I I I I I I lll

1O"

1 0-J4

E,
U 1O"

C 10-se

+
U

1O"

10-ls
L

LJ
1 0-]9

10
1.0 10.0

I I I I III =-

100.0

Chap ge State
FIG. 1. Cross sections vs charge state for He atom (1

MeV/amu}. Curves are theoretical results: 3, 1-ion; 8, 2-ion;
C, cex-ion. &&, Schlachter scaling rules (Ref. 12). Experimental
data are 0, Shah and Gilbody (Ref. 11) 1-ion; k„, Shah and Gil-
body (Ref. 11) 2-ion; E, Hvelplnnd et al. (Ref. 10) 1-ion; g,
Hvelplund et al. (Ref. 10) 2-ion; +, Scheibel et al. (Ref. 15) 1-

cex; , Knudsen et al. (Ref. 13) 1-cex;, Guffey et al. (Ref.
14) 1-cex.

N~

N
~b max (18)

(19)~Q~ =QR
NN~

where b „is the maximum impact parameter, Nz is the
number of collisions satisfying the criteria for reaction,
and N is the total number of trajectories calculated. The
probable error from counting events is determined by

(X Ntt )—
2 NeV/amU — He Target

I I I I I llll I

The statistical uncertainty, Eq. (19), was & 10%%uo and most
often &5%.

The results for single and double ionization, electron
capture, and charge-exchange ionization are shown in
Figs. 1 through 3 for the collision energies 1, 2, and 5
MeV/amu. (Double-charge exchange was too small for
our statistics. ) These results are compared to experimen-
tal data of coincidence measurements by several research-
ers, most of which are only available for the 1-MeV/arnu
projectile energy and are displayed in Fig. 1.

In general, our theoretical values were in good agree-
ment with the experimental data. Obvious exceptions are
in the double ionization, q=6, 7, 8, where our values are
approximately 30% below those of Hvelplund et al. ' Re-
garding single ionization, for q = 1,2, our values lie below
those of Shah and Gilbody by approximately 20%. At
q = 1+, double ionization, our value is approximately
25% below that of Shah and Gilbody. " For combined
single-charge-exchange and ionization at charge states
q &10+, our values lie approximately 20% below the

10"
L

LJ
&
0-"

10 lm'l I I I I I «II

1.0 10.0

I I I I lll m

100.0

Charge State

FIG. 2. Cross sections vs charge state for He atom (2
Me&/amu). Curves are theoretical results: 2, 1-ion 8, 2-ion.
Experimental data are E, Shah and Gilbody (Ref. 11) 1-ion; 4,
Shah and Gilbody (Ref. 11) 2-ion.
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empirical scaling formula of Schlachter et al. ' as well as
the experimental data of Knudsen et al. ' and Guffey
et al. ' For q) 10+ our calculated values lie approxi-
mately 10% above the scaling formula and also above the
datum of Schiebel et al. '

For Fig. 2, 2 MeV/amu, our calculations are in reason-
able agreement with the proton data of Shah and Gil-
body" for both single and double ionization. At all col-
lision energies, the dominant collision process is single
ionization, the most "effortless" process to accomplish,
followed by double ionization, and then by single-charge-
exchange ionization; excepting q) 60+ at 1 MeV/amu
where combined single-charge-exchange and ionization
becomes dominant over double ionization.

The single-ionization cross section calculated at the
three energies are found to scale as approximately
q
' —+ . This charge-state dependence is less than

predicted by the Born approximation q, but is in agree-
ment with recent measurements by Be et al. who find
q' —+ for fully stripped ions in charge states q (10+
at 1.05 MeV/amu. ' The possible reason for the differ-
ence between the Born result and our calculations is that
all the electron-removal channels are explicitly included in
the CTMC calculations, thus reducing the amount of flux
that can be associated with single ionization. Also, as one
proceeds to higher charge states at a given energy, or
lower values of E/q, experimental measurements indicate
a reduced dependence of the ionization cross section on
the charge state. '

From Figs. 1—3, the double-ionization cross sections
are found to approximately follow the Born prediction of
approximately q for low charge states (values of
E /q )0.5 MeV/amu). For lower values of E /q the
double-electron-removal reactions parallel those of single
ionization and follow an approximate q dependence.
Analysis of the calculated transition probabilities show
the double-electron removal values saturate the small-
impact-parameter region at the 50%%uo to 90% range for
values of E/q (0.2 MeV/amu. Thus, it is unlikely that a
scaling based on a perturbation treatment, i.e., a q depen-
dence, would be valid for such "strong" collisions. '

The single-capture events are composed of "true" single
capture, reaction (la), and the capture-ionization (or
transfer-ionization) channel, reaction (le). Our calcula-
tions indicate that above q=10+ at 1 MeV/arnu, the
double-electron event, reaction (le), dominates over true
single capture, reaction (la). ' Analysis of the transition
probabilities indicates the electron-capture processes dom-
inate at small impact parameters, while ionization
proceeds to large impact parameters that greatly exceed
the orbital radius of the He atom. For collisions with
high-charge-state ions at the energies studied here, it is
difficult not to have electron capture without subsequent
ionization of the He atom. The scaling calculation of the
single capture for q (20+ is found to proceed similar to
that for double ionization, approximately q, which is
consistent with that observed by Schlachter et al. ,

'
q

For higher charge states for which there are no data, we
find the single capture (primarily capture ionization) corn-
peting with the double-ionization channel as shown in
Fig. 1 ~

5 He V/emu — He T nr ge t

I I I I lllll

10"
p4 10"

LI

100
+
U
8

Ul
10

Ifl

0lfl 1 0-lB

L
LJ

lp

10-2O Ill I I I I II III

1, .0 10.0

Charge State
100.0

FIG. 3. Cross sections vs charge state for He atom (5
MeV/amu). Theoretical results are shown: 2, 1-ion; B, 2-ion.

a(;,„=[(l.46X l0 ' )q' /(E )] cm (20)

Reduced — 5 i ng1 e loni zest i on

~-15
1 U 4 lllll I I I I lllll I I I I lllll

U

C0
+
U

10"
If)0
L

LJ

1 P-)B I IIIII I ) I Ill)ll I I I I IIIII I I I IIIIIl

10 10 ' 10 10

E/q ( geV/emu )

FIG. 4. Reduction of single-ionization cross sections.
+ =H; X,He;, Li; O, B; D, Ne; g, Ca; +, Sn; ~, Fm.

Figure 4 shows a reduced plot of single-electron remo-
val by impact ionization. The plot is reduced to a corn-
rnon curve by dividing both the energy and the cross sec-
tion by the charge state. ' The curve varies approxi-
mately as q /E.

The line curve fit through the points can be
parametrized by
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where o.&;,„ is the single-ionization cross section, q is the
charge state of the projectile, and E is in MeV/amu.
Note that the behavior of o as approximately q /E is the
same as the classical prediction for single-electron remo-
val. "

A principal result of this study is the observance of the
two-electron nature of the single-charge capture. This
behavior has previously been noted, at lower energies, by
Andersen et al. and by Datz et al. ' We have com-
pared out calculations to available experimental data and
also to the scaling rules which were derived by Schlachter
et al. ' for the purpose of testing theoretical cornputa-
tions for charge-transfer predictions. Our values are in

reasonable agreement with both the Schlachter points and
experimental data (Fig. 1). The double-electron-removal
process necessary for single-electron capture by high
charge ions helps explain why the charge-state scaling
given by Schlachter et al. ,

' q, deviates from the q
dependence predicted by theoretical models based on a
single-electron transition.
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